NEW! CULTURAL FEAST – DANCE, MUSIC AND FILM!

JOURNEY

Experience the raw creativity by Iceland’s leading artist

JOURNEY, is a cultural feast for the senses brought to you through the interplay of dance, music and film, performed in the amazing location of Harpa, concert hall.

The team behind JOURNEY consists of GusGus and Reykjavík’s Dance Production, some of Iceland’s leading music, dance and visual artists. The piece was premiered at Reykjavík Art Festival 2012 an instant hit that has since travelled the world. JOURNEY is a live dance concert performance where skillful dancers led by the unique GusGus sound and a stunning choreography is combined into one interesting whole that will take you on a spectacular JOURNEY you will never forget.

Critics:
Morgunblaðið: “This show marks the beginning of something new and exciting; it is an experiment to create a new presentation where many art forms are combined.”

Fréttablaðið: “Raging creativity and skillful dancers and choreography combined into one interesting whole. All that life and motion from the artists, lights and audience created an atmosphere which resembled a party so the audience went home with a smile on their face.”

Reykvélín.is: “There was magic in this show. Raw creativity, humor and playfulness. But it was the joint effort of GusGus and RDC that kept the show going. They touched upon so many levels, in particular the sensual, forbidden and erotic.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odFmVAq51S0

If you like to buy a ticket please contact Your Host in Iceland yourhost@yourhost.is